A traditional assumption in vision science is that the visual system constructs a global sensory image of the external world, for example by integrating sensory information over multiple eye fixations (Davidson, Fox, & Dick, 1973; Feldman, 1985; McConkie & Rayner, 1976) . 1 Such a representation could be used to support cognitive and behavioral competencies that rely on vision and would account for the phenomenological perception of a highly detailed and stable visual world. A large body of research, however, has demonstrated that the visual system does not construct this type of representation, since sensory information does not appear to be integrated across eye movements (Henderson, 1997; Irwin, 1991; Irwin, Yantis, & Jonides, 1983; O'Regan & Lévy-Schoen, 1983; Pollatsek & Rayner, 1992; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1983) . More recently, research using naturalistic scene stimuli has arrived at a similar conclusion. Relatively large changes to a natural scene can go undetected if the change occurs during a saccadic eye movement or other visual disruption (Grimes, 1996; Henderson, Hollingworth, & Subramanian, 1999; McConkie & Currie, 1996; Rensink, O'Regan, & Clark, 1997) , an effect that has been termed change blindness (Rensink et al., 1997 ; for reviews see Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999a; Simons & Levin, 1997) . The logic behind these studies is that if a global sensory image is constructed, changes to the scene should be detected easily.
Recent proposals have abandoned the idea of a global sensory image in favor of the view that the visual representation of a scene is both local and transient, limited almost exclusively to the currently attended object (O'Regan, 1992 ; O'Regan, Rensink, & Clark, 1999; Rensink, 2000a Rensink, , 2000b Rensink et al., 1997; Simons & Levin, 1997; Wolfe, 1999) . In this view, when attention is withdrawn from an object, the visual representation of that object decays immediately; consequently, the scene representation constructed during viewing and retained across disruptions such as eye movements is proposed to be exceedingly impoverished. Rensink (2000a Rensink ( , 2000b Rensink et al., 1997) has provided the most detailed account of this view, which he has termed coherence theory, and which rests on four claims. First, attention is necessary to bind visual features into a coherent object representation and to preserve this representation in visual short-term memory (VSTM). Second, attended information in VSTM is stable across brief disruptions such as saccadic eye movements, supporting change detection, whereas unattended sensory representations decay rapidly and are overwritten by new visual input. Third, when visual attention is withdrawn from an object, the representation of that object immediately reverts to its preattentive state, becoming "unglued" (see also Wolfe, 1999) . Fourth, initial perceptual processing of a scene activates representations of scene gist and general spatial layout, which are preserved across visual interruptions, providing an impression of scene continuity.
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Critically, because in coherence theory visual representations of local objects do not persist after the withdrawal of attention, the visual system is unable to accumulate information from previously attended regions. Coherence theory is therefore consistent with a view of perception in which the visual system does not rely heavily (or at all) on memory, but instead depends on the fact that local objects in the environment can be sampled when necessary by movements of the eyes or attention (Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook, & Rao, 1997; O'Regan, 1992; O'Regan et al., 1999) . The world itself serves as an "external memory."
A related proposal by Irwin (1992; Irwin & Andrews, 1996) holds that the visual representation of an object does not necessarily disintegrate immediately upon the withdrawal of attention, but can be retained briefly in VSTM as part of an object file (see Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992) . However, due to the strong capacity limitations on VSTM, object files from previously attended objects will be quickly replaced as the eyes and attention are directed to other objects in a scene, and thus there will be little or no accumulation of visual information from previously attended regions. Therefore, as in coherence theory, the visual representation of local objects in a scene is proposed to be transient.
An alternative to these proposals holds that although the visual system does not construct a global sensory image, a relatively detailed scene representation can be formed nonetheless, retaining higher level visual representations in memory from previously attended objects. This visual memory theory rests on the following claims, discussed in detail in Hollingworth and Henderson (2002; see also Henderson & Hollingworth, in press ). First, when visual attention is directed to a scene region, in addition to sensory processing, higher level visual representations are formed that are abstracted away from sensory properties. Higher level visual representations can code quite detailed information regarding the visual form of an object, specific to the viewpoint at which the object was observed (Bülthoff, Edelman, & Tarr, 1995; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999) , and representations specific to the visual form and orientation of an object can be retained across eye movements (Carlson-Radvansky, 1999; Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin, 1995; Henderson & Siefert, 1999 Pollatsek, Rayner, & Collins, 1984) . Second, as a consequence of being attended, the higher level visual representation of an object is consolidated into a more stable long-term memory representation. Thus, over multiple fixations on a scene, visual information from local objects accumulates in memory (along with conceptual information derived from object identification), forming a larger scale representation of that scene. This view is consistent with evidence that long-term memory for visual scenes is remarkably accurate. Participants are able to successfully recognize thousands of pictures presented earlier at study (Nickerson, 1965; Shepard, 1967; Standing, 1973; Standing, Conezio, & Haber, 1970) . In addition, long-term scene memory does not appear to be limited to the gist of the scene. First, participants can accurately discriminate between studied scenes and mirror-reversed versions of the same scenes, which should not differ in their gist (Standing et al., 1970) . Second, participants can successfully discriminate between individual objects that appeared in a studied scene and conceptually similar but visually different distractors, such as a different object from the same basic-level category or the same object in a different orientation (Friedman, 1979; Parker, 1978) .
The present experiment sought to test whether visual object representations disintegrate immediately upon the withdrawal of attention, as proposed by coherence theory, or whether such representations accumulate to form a relatively detailed representation of a scene, as proposed by visual memory theory. The experiment was not designed to test Irwin's view directly, though some of the results will be discussed in light of that proposal. In the present experiment, we examined participants' ability to detect changes to the visual form of individual objects appearing within line drawings of natural scenes. During free viewing of a scene, a target object was changed by replacing that object with a visually different object from the same basic-level category, as illustrated in Figure 1. These token changes were made during a saccadic eye movement that took the eyes away from the target object after the eyes had fixated it for the first time. Visual attention and eye position are linked during normal viewing, with attention automatically preceding the eyes to the next saccade target (Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Henderson, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1989; Hoffman & Subramanian, 1995; Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, & Blaser, 1995; Rayner, McConkie, & Ehrlich, 1978; Shepherd, Findlay, & Hockey, 1986) . Thus, the target object was not within the current focus of visual attention when it changed: Before the initiation of the eye movement that triggered the change, visual attention had shifted from the target object to the next saccade target.
Coherence theory holds that only changes to currently attended objects can be detected, because representations preserving information specific to object tokens are maintained only in the presence of attention (Rensink, 2000a) . More generally, coherence theory predicts that if a scene change occurs during a saccadic eye movement or other visual disruption, that change should be detected only if it alters attended visual information, the layout, or the gist of the scene. Thus, this hypothesis predicts that a token change made during a saccade away from the target object should not be detected, since the change does not alter attended visual information, the layout, or the gist of the scene. In contrast, visual memory theory holds that the representation of a previously attended object can be sufficiently detailed to support the detection of changes to the visual form of that object.
We also included a manipulation to provide an additional test of visual memory theory. The target object was either semantically consistent with the scene (e.g., a microscope in a laboratory) or semantically inconsistent (e.g., a teddy bear in a laboratory), as illustrated in Figure 1 . Prior research has demonstrated that semantically inconsistent objects are retained more accurately in long-term memory than are semantically consistent objects (Friedman, 1979; Pedzek, Whetstone, Reynolds, Askari, & Dougherty, 1989) . If the scene representation constructed during extended viewing retains detailed visual information in memory from previously attended objects, then performance in this experiment would be expected to reflect the established characteristics of scene memory. Thus, we expected to find a change detection advantage for semantically inconsistent objects. In addition, such an effect would replicate the finding that changes to semantically inconsistent objects are detected sooner and more accurately than are changes to consistent objects .
METHOD
Twelve naive participants viewed 24 black-on-white line drawings of natural scenes presented on a computer monitor for 20 sec each. Fourteen scenes were generated from those used by van Diepen and De Graef (1994) , and the other 10 scenes were generated from photographs taken in the East Lansing, Michigan area. The images generated from the two sources were not distinguishable. The main contours of the scenes were traced using commercial software to create line drawings. For each scene, two semantically consisten t target objects (different tokens of the same basic-level category) were created by digitally tracing scanned images. Target objects were then switched between scenes to create the semantically inconsistent condition. This paired-scene design assured that the visual magnitude of the changes was controlled across consistency conditions. All target objects appeared in the same position in each scene, which did not coincide with the experimenter-determine d initial fixation position. This position was chosen as a place within the scene where the consistent target objects might reasonably appear. Scene images subtended 15.8º by 11.9º of visual angle at a viewing distance of 1.13 m. Target objects subtended an average of 1.64º along the longest axis.
Eye movements were monitored using a Generation 5.5 Fourward Technologies dual Purkinje-image eyetracker that provided 1¢ arc accuracy. Eye position was sampled at a rate better than 1000 Hz. A critical region was defined around the target object in each scene, extending 0.36º on each side beyond the smallest rectangle that could enclose that object. Token changes were triggered when the eyes crossed the critical region boundary on the saccade away from the target object after it had been fixated the first time. To ensure that the target object had been fixated prior to the change, the critical region was not activated until the eyes had dwelled within the target object region for a continuous period of at least 25 msec. Vertical refresh was set at 143 Hz, and object changes were completed in less than 14 msec.
Participants were instructed to view each scene to prepare for a memory test on which a small detail of a single object might be dif- Figure 1 . An example of a stimulus scene. The top panels illustrate a token change for a semantically consistent target object (microscope), and the bottom panels illustrate a token change for a semantically inconsistent object (teddy bear). The laboratory scene was paired with a bedroom scene in which the teddy bears were consistent and the microscopes inconsistent.
ferent (preparation for a memory test was a cover story designed to ensure that participants would examine the entire scene; no memory test was administered). Participants were also instructed to monitor for object changes during initial viewing and to press a button as soon as a change was detected. The token change manipulation was demonstrated using a sample scene. These instruction s were the same as those used in Henderson and Hollingworth (1999b) and similar to the instructions used in other studies demonstrating transsaccadic change blindness (e.g., Grimes, 1996) . Each participant saw all 24 scene items. On 16 trials, the target object was changed. Eight control trials were included on which the target object was not changed. Within each of these conditions, half of the scenes contained a semantically consistent target object and the other half a semantically inconsistent target object. Across participants, each scene appeared in each condition an equal number of times. The order of scene presentation was determined randomly for each participant .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Trials were eliminated if the eyetracker lost track of eye position prior to the change or if the change was not completed before the beginning of the next fixation on the scene. These trials accounted for 12.0% of the data. The principal data discussed below are presented in Table 1 .
Explicit Measure of Detection
We first examined the percentage of trials on which the participant pressed the response button to indicate that a change had been detected. Overall, 26.6% of changes were detected. This detection rate was reliably different from the 2.1% false alarm rate in the control condition [F(1,11) = 37.29, MS e = 194.1, p < .001]. Supporting the prediction derived from visual memory theory, participants could sometimes detect token changes even though the object was not focally attended when the change occurred. Although change detection performance was nowhere near perfect, coherence theory holds that detection of token changes should never occur in the absence of attention and therefore cannot account for even this modest level of performance. Thus, these results demonstrate that participants are not always blind to changes that occur outside of the current focus of attention.
Further support for visual memory theory derives from the fact that change detection was often delayed until well after the change occurred. A significant percentage (41%) of button presses were registered more than 1,500 msec after the change. 2 Of these "late detections," 94% occurred when the target object was refixated later in viewing. This finding suggests that detailed visual information was often retained for a relatively long period of time and consulted only when focal attention was directed back to the changed region. Such evidence of delayed detection is not consistent with coherence theory, and it is also difficult to explain under Irwin's theory. The latter view holds that although a visual object representation can be retained in VSTM after the withdrawal of attention from an object, that representation should be replaced very quickly as attention is directed to other objects in the scene.
Converging evidence in support of visual memory theory comes from Henderson and Hollingworth (1999b) and Hollingworth and Henderson (2002) . In these studies, we found that participants could detect a different type of visual change (90º in-depth rotation of the target object) on a signif icant percentage of trials when the change occurred during a saccade away from that object or during a saccade to a different object in the scene. In neither of these cases was the target object attended when the change occurred. As in the present experiment, change detection was often delayed until refixation of the changed object. These data also eliminate a potential alternative explanation for performance in the present experiment. It is possible that detection of some token changes could be mediated by conceptual representations at a subordinate level of categorization (e.g., a hand drill was replaced by a power drill in the workshop scene). However, successful detection of orientation changes after the withdrawal of attention provides strong converging evidence that the representations supporting change detection were visual, since a rotation change does not alter the conceptual identity of the target object at all.
In addition to predicting above-floor change detection performance, visual memory theory predicted an advantage for the detection of changes to semantically inconsistent objects. This pattern was observed, with better detection of changes to inconsistent targets (35.2%) than to consistent targets (18.1%) [F(1,11) = 5.28, MS e = 334.0, p < .05]. The amplitude of the saccadic eye movement that triggered the change did not differ as a function of semantic consistency. For change trials, the mean amplitude was 4.03º in the consistent condition and 4.20º in the inconsistent condition (F < 1). Thus, differences in detection performance as a function of consis- tency cannot be explained by differences in the quality of the visual information available directly after the change. This semantic consistency effect was likely due, at least in part, to the fact that inconsistent targets were fixated longer than consistent targets prior to the change. Mean gaze duration was 628 msec in the former condition and 489 msec in the latter [F(1,11) = 7.46, MS e = 15,751, p < .05] (gaze duration is the sum of all fixation durations from the point at which the eyes enter an object region to the point when they leave that region). These data suggest that differences in initial encoding time could be responsible for the effect of semantic consistency on change detection rather than differences in object memory per se. To investigate this issue, we examined more closely the relationship between detection performance and gaze duration on the target. Figure 2 displays detection performance in each consistency condition as a function of gaze duration on the target prior to the change. Change detection was consistently higher for inconsistent targets throughout the gaze duration range, suggesting that there was an effect of semantic consistency above that attributable to differences in initial encoding time (see Friedman, 1979 , for similar results in a long-term memory paradigm). Thus, the results of the present experiment replicate the inconsistent object advantage found within the scene memory and change detection literatures, and provide converging evidence for a memory locus of change detection effects in this study.
In summary, the explicit detection data support the conclusion that the online representation of a scene can contain detailed visual information in memory from previously attended objects. Contrary to the proposal of coherence theory, the results indicate that visual object representations do not disintegrate upon the withdrawal of attention. In addition, when a scene change is made during a saccadic eye movement, the current data demonstrate that the continuous allocation of visual attention to the changing region at the time of change is not a necessary condition for change detection.
Implicit Measure of Detection
We also examined the possibility that there might be effects of change not captured by the explicit detection measure. For trials without explicit detection, we calculated the length of time the eyes fixated the target object after the change as a function of whether the object was changed or not (in the control condition, a "change" consisted of replacing the initial scene image with an identical image). Gaze duration on the target object was examined for the first entry of the eyes into that region after the change, both for misses in the token-change condition and for the equivalent entry in the control condition. There was a main effect of change, with reliably longer mean gaze duration in the token-change condition (749 msec) than in the control condition (499 msec) [F(1,11) = 6.29, MS e = 118,933, p < .05]. The effect of semantic consistency was not reliable (F < 1), and neither was the interaction (F < 1.25). This implicit effect of change on gaze duration replicates a similar effect in a study using 3-D rendered color images of scenes .
As with the explicit detection results, the implicit effect was often obtained well after the change occurred. For misses, the mean elapsed time between the change and the first reentry of the eyes into the target region was 5.16 sec and did not differ as a function of semantic consistency (F < 1). It is exceedingly unlikely that the target object was attended continuously during this period, because the eyes were actively fixating other objects in the scene (there was an average of 13.5 fixations between the token change and the first reentry). Thus, these data provide further evidence that visual object representations do not decay upon the withdrawal of attention: Visually specific information was retained in memory across multiple intervening eye fixations and influenced subsequent fixation time on the changed object.
What do implicit effects reveal about the underlying representation of objects in scenes? Prior reports have raised the possibility that explicit and implicit change detection effects reflect the operation of two different forms of visual representation: one that is available to awareness (supporting explicit effects) and another that is unavailable to awareness (supporting implicit effects) (Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000; Simons, 2000) . It is important to note, however, that this need not be the case. Effects of change on an implicit measure such as gaze duration do not necessarily indicate that the information causing the effect was itself implicit (i.e., unavailable to awareness). Effects on gaze duration in this study could plausibly have resulted from the accumulation of the same type of information as supported explicit detection; however, on miss trials this accumulation was simply not sufficient to exceed a threshold for explicit response (see also Williams & Simons, 2000) . In any case, effects of change on implicit measures clearly demonstrate that the representation of a scene is significantly more detailed than explicit detection results imply.
Change Blindness Reconsidered
Given that visual object representations appear to be reliably retained in memory after attention has been withdrawn from an object, it is important to examine why other studies have found exceedingly poor change detection, leading to the conclusion that the internal representation of a scene is impoverished. First, in studies demonstrating change blindness, eye movements have rarely been monitored, and thus the critical change in the scene may occur before the target region is fixated. A number of studies have demonstrated that the encoding of local scene information is strongly dependent on fixation position Hollingworth, Schrock, & Henderson, 2001; Nelson & Loftus, 1980) . For example, Hollingworth and Henderson (2002) found that if a target object had not been fixated prior to changing that object, change detection performance was no higher than the false alarm rate. Given this dependence of encoding on fixation, change blindness may occur, in part, because target objects are not always fixated prior to a change and detailed information has not been encoded from that object. In addition, Hollingworth et al. (2001) monitored eye movements in a periodic change (or flicker) paradigm and found that the large majority of changes were detected when the target object was directly fixated (see also O'Regan, Deubel, Clark, & Rensink, 2000) . Thus, the f inding that changes to more informative objects are detected more quickly than changes to less informative objects in the flicker paradigm (Rensink et al., 1997 ) is very likely due to the well-established fact that more informative objects tend to be fixated earlier, longer, and more often during scene viewing (Antes, 1974; Friedman, 1979; Henderson, Weeks, & Hollingworth, 1999; Loftus & Mackworth, 1978) .
A second reason change blindness might occur despite the accumulation of relatively detailed object representations from previously attended regions of a scene is that the relevant object representation may not be reliably retrieved to support change detection. The present experiment (see also demonstrated that refixation plays a significant role in the retrieval of scene information needed to support change detection. Again, since most change detection studies have not monitored eye movements, changed regions may not be refixated on a significant number of trials. If the changed region is not refixated, then the change may go undetected despite the fact that the stored representation of that object is sufficiently detailed to support change detection.
Finally, the traditional interpretation of change detection performance may be incorrect. Researchers in the change blindness literature have tended to use the following logic. Explicit change detection directly reflects the extent to which scene information is represented. Therefore, if a change is not detected, the information necessary to detect the change must be absent from the internal representation of the scene. However, the results of this study demonstrating a large implicit effect of change on fixation duration, along with other recent demonstrations of implicit detection (Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000; Hayhoe, Bensinger, & Ballard, 1998; Williams & Simons, 2000) , reveal that explicit change detection provides a poor measure of the detail of the scene representation. Our results go further than prior reports by demonstrating that implicit effects can be obtained many seconds after the change and for an object that was not focally attended when the change occurred. Thus, change blindness may be observed not because the critical information is absent from the scene representation but because explicit change detection is not sensitive to the presence of that information.
Conclusion
The visual perception of natural scenes is a dynamic process during which local objects are selected by movements of the eyes and attention. The selective nature of scene perception, however, does not necessarily entail that visual representation is limited to the currently selected object. The results of this study demonstrate that visual object representations are retained in memory from previously attended regions of a scene. When attention is withdrawn from an object, there are indeed representational consequences of having attended that object. Thus, the present study supports a view of scene perception in which memory and perceptual processing are functionally integrated.
